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Abstract. The stimulated x-ray Raman signal has been calculated for the amino acid
cysteine using broadband (FWHM ≃14.2eV, 128 as) pulses tuned to the nitrogen K-edge.
Peaks correspond to those valence excited states and reveal electronic Frank-Condon overlaps between canonical valence orbitals and relaxed orbitals in the presence of the core
hole. The coupling between excited states with valence- and core-holes is further explored using a coherent, wave-vector matched photon echo technique, where it is possible
to eliminate stimulated emission and excited-state absorption by taking the waiting time
to be longer the lifetime of the core hole (∼ 7.1 fs for nitrogen).

1 Introduction
The one dimensional Stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy technique (1D-SXRS) may be used for
probing valence electronic excitations in molecules via their coupling to high-energy core-electron
excitations. This technique is made possible by new intense x-ray pulsed light sources[1] Nonlinear
x-ray spectroscopy is an active area of research, with many people seeking to make use of these new
sources.[2] Their intensity will allow the amplitude of an x-ray Raman process to be significant despite
the low cross-section and short lifetimes of core-excitations. These all-x-ray simulations complement
earlier studies on optical and IR pumped/x-ray probe experiments.[3]

2 Ultrafast One Dimensional Stimulated Raman: 1D-SXRS
1D-SXRS is the simplest time domain x-ray Raman technique. The system is subjected to two pulses
with a delay τ and the transmission of the second pulse (the probe) is recorded [4, 5]. Each pulse
interacts with the system through a second-order stimulated Raman process. During each pulse, a
core-electron is excited into an unoccupied orbital, the excited system evolves for a short period, and
a second interaction with the pulse is a stimulated emission of an electron, destroying the core-hole.
After interaction with the first x-ray pulse the system is left in a coherent superposition of valence
excited states which interfere with the amplitude of the Raman process with the second pulse, leading
to a change in its transmitted intensity. The dependence of this interference on the delay between
pulses leads to the 1D-SXRS, a direct measurement of valence electronic motion. Taking the delay
time τ to be long compared with the lifetime for core-excited states, Raman resonances dominate the
pump-probe signal.[4]
The 1D-SXRS signal can be written
⟩ ⟨
[⟨
⟩]
SSXRS (τ ) = ℜ α2 (τ )α1 (0) − α1† (0)α2 (τ )
(1)
a
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Fig. 1. (Upper Left) 1D-SXRS signal
from cysteine with pump and probe
pulses tuned to the nitrogen K-edge.
(Lower Left) Loop diagram representing
both the 1D-SXRS process and the photon echo. Due to the short lifetime of coreexcited states, it is possible to retrieve
only the ground-state bleach portion of
the signal by keeping the waiting time
time sufficiently long. The 1D-SXRS signal can also be obtained from the photon
echo by summing over all values of Ω1
and Ω3 . (Right Panel) Ω2 resolved photon
echo spectra corresponding to the three
largest peaks in the 1D-SXRS spectrum.
Frequencies given are relative to the pulse
center frequency, set to the nitrogen Kedge at 401.7 eV.
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is the effective polarizability weighted by the two-photon spectral density of the jth ultrashort pulse.
In the upper left panel of Fig. 1 we show the modulus Fourier transform of the calculated 1D-SXRS
from the amino acid cysteine. Valence- and core-excited states were found by TD-DFT at the CAMB3LYP/6-311G** level of theory, the latter using a restricted excitation window.[6] Peaks in the 1DSXRS spectrum show up at the valence-excitation frequencies of the system. Those excited states
which are most perturbed by the presence of a core-hole show up most prominently.

3 Three-Dimensional Photon Echo
Raman techniques do not require any phase control of the pulses and may be performed in a simple
collinear geometry. Since we use the core transitions as a trigger and only observe valence excitations,
the time window is controlled by the lifetimes and dephasing times of valence states and can be hundreds of femtoseconds. The direct observation of core excitations is more tricky due to the shorter time
window limited by Auger processes and the stringent requirements for phase control.
The kI photon echo signal may be used to trace the origin of the Raman resonances that contribute
to the 1D- and 2D-SXRS signal. We take t2 to be long compared with the core-excited lifetimes
allowing us to focus only on the GSB contribution, in the same way as discussed above with 1DSXRS. The signal is collected as a function of the three delay times t1 , t2 , and t3 , and subsequently
Fourier transformed to give the 3D signal
SkGSB
(−Ω1 , −Ω2 , Ω3 ) =
1

E1∗ (ω1 − ωe′ g )E2 (ωe′ g′ − ω2 )E4∗ (ω4 − ωeg′ )E3 (ωeg − ω3 )VgeVeg′ Vg′ e′ Ve′ g
.
(−Ω1 + ωe′ g + iΓe′ g )(−Ω2 + ωg′ g + iΓg′ g )(Ω3 − ωeg′ + iΓeg′ )
e1 ,e2 ,g
(3)
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Fig.
2.
(Upper
Left) A 3D plot of
SkGSB
(−Ω1 , −Ω2 , Ω3 )
1
calculated for the amino
acid cysteine, with all
four Gaussian pulses
tuned to the nitrogen
core edge (FWHM 128
as, 14.2 eV), along with
the 2D projections. We
show only the Ω2 > 0
region to focus on the
relation to the stimulated
Raman signal, shown on
the far left.

This expression reveals how the the pulse bandwidths select the various core transitions.
The signal is plotted in Fig. 2 for the amino acid cysteine, with all four Gaussian pulses again tuned
to the nitrogen core edge (FWHM 128 as, 14.2 eV).[6] We focus on the 5 eV ≤ Ω2 ≥ 13 eV region
corresponding to the valence excited states which contribute to the 1D-SXRS spectrum. On the right
side of Fig. 1 we also show horizontal 2D slices of the 3D plot for constant Ω2 values corresponding to
the three most prominent peaks in the 1D-SXRS spectrum. In this way we are able to determine which
core-excited state is coupled to which valence-excited state. For some of the valence states, e.g. peak
A, there is only one core-excited state. This is indicative of a single-particle transition in which the core
electron is promoted to an unoccupied valence orbital, following which an electron from an occupied
valence orbital then falls in to fill the core hole, leaving a single electron-hole pair in the valence
band. Two different core-excited states contribute to peak B, indicating that this valence excitation
may not be described using a single particle picture. For peak C there are multiple, nearly degenerate
core-excited states that contribute. Thus the 3D photon echo can unravel the various pathways that
contribute to a given SXRS peak.
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